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879 Topics11.8K PostsThwith messageSend your favorite Grabow(s); Tell me why you like it. burn, appearance, feel, special person or event. by BentonView latest post12:18 AM - 1 day ago132 Topics2.1K MessagesViint postugestions on a small bowl DG by TigerJackView the latest post2:20 AM - Sep
1115 Topics233 PostsLast postpoodles by vwdeanoView latest postAug 15, 201814 Topics124 PostsLast postOriginal Sparta Industries Building in Sparta? by Tiki VegasWatch the latest postDec 18, 20193 Topics22 MessagesViinty postLinkman doctor. Grabow history alsmith52View latest post11:35 PM
- Jul 0343 Topics527 PostsLast postNewbie / New Westbrook by LADogWatch latest post8:02 PM - February 29Grabow CousinsModerator:JoeMan Topics: 35 Posts: 31935 Topics319 PostsLast postRoyalton and Grabow by JoeManView the latest postDec In 2019, Joe Mansueto's blog JoeMan (Dr.
Grabow Collectors Forum) Joe sent me the following email and an attached link to the next article. He has done an excellent job, and I have followed it at pipe smokers forums and also at the Dr. Grabow Collectors Forum. It's a pleasure to send your work here to the reborn. Welcome and thank you Joe.
Steve – I've looked at your blog several times. Thank you for releasing really good information and involved in the work of other guys in the field. One of the things I learned here, which I hadn't done before, was the use of Paris plaster for cracked/broken meer-lined bowls. It was helpful... I think it was one
of your own posts. I had been looking for a better solution... Thank you so much for coming. I don't want to be published so much that I'm happy to help other guys with renovation processes. I learned a lot of things from others who have been in it for many years more than I have, and I have also
developed a few of my own techniques... As I'm sure most of us have done! Cleaning gunk... reinstalling the arm... Rustic.... Bowl Filler... Coloring... Refinishing... oxidized stems... repairing chips... Etc... These are all things I do regularly. Recently I took my hand to make pipes and made them during my
2 holidays... Came out pretty good! But I see myself primarily being rehabilitated as a guy... I really enjoyed the remnants of the old broken pipe glowing. If I count, I guess I've refurbished most of the thousands of pipes in the last four years. Not... I don't have 1,000 tubes... most have gone to others
through sales, trade or gift. But I think there are 200 pipes in my collection. One of the things most refurbished guys seem to struggle with most is chewed/eaten stems. Those nasty tooth indentations... or worse... missing pieces of the button. I've heard of guys using superglima, heat, JB Weld, vulcanite
dust &amp; and other approaches from mad scientists. There are many good approaches to repairing the stem. The most effective I have personally found cyanoacrylate and activated charcoal. Ed James (aka Ozark Southpaw online) is almost the best talent I've seen in all sorts of tubes. He, too, learned
from others for many years, but what an innovator this gentleman is. I went to his shop when I was on the road more than two years ago, and I've learned a lot from him. One of his own experiments a few years ago was mixing CA with activated charcod and comparing the result with other fixes. It was a
great find, and when he did it and shared it on the forum, I hadn't seen anyone else do it that way. I'm not saying it's the best method... Because you know how some tube guys can get into battles with their method, which is the best... But I personally haven't seen anything more successful. Ed James
hasn't done too many of these CA/coal repairs himself... But when he found it, tested it and shared it, I took it and ran with it. Make this information as I like or nothing... but here is one example of the process... At the time of that refurbishment of Starfire Churchwarden, I had done a couple of hundred
stem repairs. Since that refurbishment, I've certainly done a couple hundred more and modified my own process here and there. I've done some of these pipe repairs for myself, but more for the pipes I've then sold, as well as others that bring them to me. This set a good example because it was one of
the worst cases I documented. Most of the things I've done, I haven't documented at all. – Joe Mansueto JoeMan (Dr. Grabow Collectors Forum) Here's Joe's blog: Just recently received this tube from Sam (DG forum name SamCoffeeMan – hasn't been here in a while) with Grabow Unique. When I
expressed my interest in it... Sam said he was going to cut off the arm and cut off the new button. I said... nnnooooo... Leave it as original and I'll fix it. I'm sure the stem is original for the tube. The stem is identical to the arm of the Linkman Grabow 6033, it is perfectly registered, and the wire engraving is
the arm of an early Starfire, as you can see below. However, this was certainly one of the last churches to leave grabow's factory. The previous owner should have had a sandwich instead of burning this tube... This can be fixed! Bleach soak first, then isopropyl alcohol peel at the cutting site to ensure ca
sticks best. The shape I use is 2 thick cereal box cardboard, cut into the shape of a tapered opening, wrapped in glossy packing tape. Since both sides of the button were eaten almost identically, nothing really keeps the form in place. So I taped the form with a tube cleaner and pulled it into place as tight
as I could, then centered it from top to bottom... If it makes sense. CA mixed with activated charcoally, applied in several Using a needle file between layers... Just ready design, ready multi-phase wet sand... Buffing... Done. Some people know what shape number this medium-sized billiard would be. The
height of the bowl is almost 1 3/4, the ID is 3/4. The total length is 11 3/4. This must be the older Star fire. It has a very deep wire engraving that is continuous throughout the tube, as I think Tom points out about Belvedere. This was originally published at The Dr. Grabows Collectors Forum. Here's a link:
Troy Wilburn's blog This tube has been off and my project from early November to mid-November. I got this tube from a friend of mine at the Dr. Grabow Collectors Forum ( . I needed Jobey's main code to be restored. He sent me this pipe to the donor and it was nicer that the one I was returning. The
pipe was in excellent condition except for some mould stains. I saw a nice pipe hiding behind everything. This is what it looked like when I got it. I honed it and retined it and even gave it a contrasting stain. But the mould stains were still visible. It smoked well and looked good, but I thought it was too nice
a tube to leave like it was. I put it on the back burner until after the first one of the year I contacted another dr Grabow collectors forum which made it for me to blow up a couple of tubes, including this one. He's doing a good blasting job. I thought the explosion would wipe out or cover the mould stains.
This is what the pipe looked like when I got it back. He blew it up nicely. She even threw in one of the custom-made tampers, which can be seen in the photo with a tube. I mixed brown Rit dye and added about 25% orange as well as about 5% red. In some way, I wanted to match the color of the amber
stem. Then I coated it with mineral oil and took a Scots brite pad and went over the surface to lighten the high points of the blast. I wanted the color of the tube to match the dark brown stem of the stem to make it look like the whole tube was fading from Brown to yellow yellow. After a lot of layers of wax, I
got this. I thought it turned out to be really nice and it burns wonderfully. A gift from a friend and another friend's explosive work make this one of my prestigious pipes. I just wanted to get a few opinions. Lately, all I've bought are Grabow pipes. They seem to burn well from the start, drilling is head and
shoulders above Peterson, Savinell and some other signs. Do you have any thoughts? I also enjoyed burning my grabow tubes. All the issues just call them here at NC and your issues will be fixed with excellent customer service. They'll also make you a new arm for the hijacking fee. Grabow pipes break
quickly, great draw.... no complaints here Better then drill sold in the last three years. Smellthehatfirst Senior Member Posts: 1,177 Favorite Tobacco: St Bruno Flake Location: People in Sparta know exactly what they're doing. Drilling is typically very good. There are very few defects in smooth pipes
for the price. You won't find a clear mistake in Grabow.  I prefer Vulcan. Smellthehatfirst Senior Member Posts: 1,177 Favorite Tobacco: St Bruno Flake Location: Yep, I also enjoy burning all grabow tubes. All the issues just call them here at NC and your issues will be fixed with excellent customer
service. They'll also make you a new arm for the hijacking fee. Grabow pipes break quickly, great draw.... No complaints Better drills, then Pete is sold in the last three years. The Petersons have never been known for good drilling. I also enjoyed burning my grabow tubes. All the issues just call them
here at NC and your issues will be fixed with excellent customer service. They'll also make you a new arm for the hijacking fee. Grabow pipes break quickly, great draw.... No complaints Better drills, then Pete is sold in the last three years. The Petersons have never been known for good drilling. 
 From the late '60s to the '70s, I haven't had a problem drilling a draft hole with any Pete I bought. Perfectly centered and at the bottom of the chamber was there. peteguy Pro Member posts: 2,068 Favorite Tube: Arley Curtz Volcano Favorite Tobacco: Aged FVF Location: Grabows are the best value in
tubes IMO. I have converted a lot from my collection for them and I am very happy. Most of me is from the '60s and '70s. Legend Lover Moderator Paddy Must Love These Aim Messages: 14,588 Favorite Tube: MM Legend/ CG Favorite Tobacco: Anything by Germain's Location: I have no problem with
my dr grabow tubes. In fact, as my petes get wet at the bottom of the bowl, my grabows seem to stay much drier. roadsdiverged Pro Member Posts: 7,597 First name: Josh Location: The first Briar was Grabow Freehand, I love it and it is burned several times a week. I have a few others that I smoke
occasionally, and they are big smokers, but not the form I want. I think grabow is a fantastic tube with a cheap price tag. PhantomWolf Pro Member Posts: 3,314 First Name: Justin Favorite Pipe: Any Sound Briar Will Do Favorite Tobacco: Bothy Flake, Dunbar, Solani ABF Location: I've been lucky with the
Petersons and Savs. There's nothing wrong with Grabow. I have a few and a Royalton Bulldog. Everyone has given me a thoughtless smoking bliss from the first bowl. captblack Junior Member Posts: 224 Favorite Tube: Peterson, Tsuge, Savinelli Favorite Aromatics and English blends Location: The first
Briar was Grabow Freehand, I love it and it is burned several times a week. I have a few others that I smoke occasionally, and they are big smokers, but not the form I want. I think grabow is a fantastic tube with a cheap price tag. yep, I agree, I have both older Grabows and new Grabows and all are
decent smokers. I like the smaller bowl Grabows - they are a great value for half an hour - 45 minutes of smoke. dave g Full Member Likely to Burn Bengal Slices Right Now Posts: 563 First Name: Dave Favorite Pipe: BBB Natural Grain Favorite Tobacco: Bengal Slices, Margate, John Aylesbury FB.
Location: The smoke from old Grabow is as nice as anything there. Some of them also don't look too shabby. Legend Lover Moderator Paddy Must Love Those Lookouts Posts: 14,588 Favorite Tube: MM Legend / CG Favorite Tobacco: Anything by Germain's Location: My old Grabow's smoke just as
comfortable as anything there. Some of them also don't look too shabby. At least not that one. It's beautiful. joeman Junior Member Posts: 482 First name: Joe Favorite Pipe: Grabow Hillcrest Favorite Tobacco: Sutliff Barbados Plantation Location: I have a few Grabows... Actually, I have over 100 made
by a good doctor. I have toured their activities 5 times over the years... It's an amazing factory. Their quality is very good... and, in particular, the workman's budget. Great US company! They used to hire someone for almost every family in Allegheny County. Vulcanite/Rubber Arms... only some of their
tubes are suitable for ABS stems, while many are still vulcanite. If you buy directly from the factory (they place mail orders directly), you can easily inquire about what are vulcanite or ABS. Some of the special pipes in the lobby are also suitable for lucite bits. Also... Whenever you need a Grabow arm to
replace, you'll never find a more affordable source (I think they'll charge 11 bucks), and you can always ask for vulcanite. They also offer the same stemma service for non-Grabow tubes. Two of my favorite grabow pipes, one is Freehand in the late 80s in pristinated condition and the other is one that is
recently gifted to me with an eagle carved into a bowl. Both excellent smokers. I still have a few Grabow tubes, but these two are definitely high-end searchers and smokers  Joeman Junior Member Posts: 482 First Name: Joe Favorite Pipe: Grabow Hillcrest Favorite Tobacco: Sutliff Barbados
Plantation Location: Ted, here's what Tom Douglas said about your eagle tube: Made in 1992/93 before Lane bought the factory. Grabow had a laser scanner left over from spartacraft that was used in the pipes. Ted, this is what Tom Douglas said. Made in 1992/93 before Lane bought the factory.
Grabow had a laser car left. Left. Spartacraft used in the pipes. Joe, I have a lot of respect for the information, I had no idea. Did you notice how the name Grabow was XXXXXX? PSTen technically it is a rare tube....... Oh, hahha. It's an excellent smoker. Legend Lover Moderator Paddy Must Love These
Aim Messages: 14,588 Favorite Tube: MM Legend/ CG Favorite Tobacco: Anything by Germain's Location: I Have a Few Grabows ... Actually, I have over 100 made by a good doctor. I have toured their activities 5 times over the years... It's an amazing factory. Their quality is very good... and, in
particular, the workman's budget. Great US company! They used to hire someone for almost every family in Allegheny County. Vulcanite/Rubber Arms... only some of their tubes are suitable for ABS stems, while many are still vulcanite. If you buy directly from the factory (they place mail orders directly),
you can easily inquire about what are vulcanite or ABS. Some of the special pipes in the lobby are also suitable for lucite bits. Also... Whenever you need a Grabow arm to replace, you'll never find a more affordable source (I think they'll charge 11 bucks), and you can always ask for vulcanite. They also
offer the same stemma service for non-Grabow tubes. Look at those babies' cereals! Royalton's line from DRG is the best $100.00 tube selling @$40.00 on the market, imo. kbareit Pro Member Messages: 2,257 First Name: Ken Favorite Pipe: Pair grabows and som MM cobs Favorite Tobacco: still
search Location: Here are a few of the many Grabows I have. I recently picked up five more from Joeman. Great smokers to me after I remove the bays and didn't use filters on them. I enjoyed burning 21 Dr Grabow pipes in my rotation. They burn well from bowl one and just get better. Their longevity
and popularity are significant. dave g Full Member Likely to Burn Bengal Slices Right Now Posts: 563 First Name: Dave Favorite Pipe: BBB Natural Grain Favorite Tobacco: Bengal Slices, Margate, John Aylesbury FB. Location: joeman Grain for those babies! I have two of Dr. Grabow's briars. Bent Duke
&amp; 1/4 bent Riviera.Love both except Riviera gurgles. It's a real shame because besides that it has a good draw &amp; it's an attractive format. PhantomWolf Pro Member Posts: 3,314 First Name: Justin Favorite Pipe: Any Sound Briar Will Do Favorite Tobacco: Bothy Flake, Dunbar, Solani ABF
Location: The smoke from old Grabow is as nice as anything there. Some of them also don't look too shabby. I love that pipe. A sharp look with attitude. Like a pirate in a tuxedo. PhantomWolf Pro Member Posts: 3,314 First Name: Justin Favorite Pipe: Any Sound Briar Makes Your Favorite Tobacco:
Bothy Flake, Dunbar, Solani ABF Location: I Have a Few Grabows... Actually, I have over 100 good done by the Commission. I've been circumventing their activities since 5 May. 5. Over... It's an amazing factory. Their quality is very good... and, in particular, the workman's budget. Great US company!
They used to hire someone for almost every family in Allegheny County. Vulcanite/Rubber Arms... only some of their tubes are suitable for ABS stems, while many are still vulcanite. If you buy directly from the factory (they place mail orders directly), you can easily inquire about what are vulcanite or ABS.
Some of the special pipes in the lobby are also suitable for lucite bits. Also... Whenever you need a Grabow arm to replace, you'll never find a more affordable source (I think they'll charge 11 bucks), and you can always ask for vulcanite. They also offer the same stemma service for non-Grabow tubes.
Those are all gorgeous. Are they older? I've never seen Grabows like that. joeman Junior Member Posts: 482 First name: Joe Favorite Pipe: Grabow Hillcrest Favorite Tobacco: Sutliff Barbados Plantation Location: I have a few Grabows... Actually, I have over 100 made by a good doctor. I have toured
their activities 5 times over the years... It's an amazing factory. Their quality is very good... and, in particular, the workman's budget. Great US company! They used to hire someone for almost every family in Allegheny County. Vulcanite/Rubber Arms... only some of their tubes are suitable for ABS stems,
while many are still vulcanite. If you buy directly from the factory (they place mail orders directly), you can easily inquire about what are vulcanite or ABS. Some of the special pipes in the lobby are also suitable for lucite bits. Also... Whenever you need a Grabow arm to replace, you'll never find a more
affordable source (I think they'll charge 11 bucks), and you can always ask for vulcanite. They also offer the same stemma service for non-Grabow tubes. Those are all gorgeous. Are they older? I've never seen Grabows like that. @phantomwolf Justin, yes... The five I showed you are from the 1960s to
the 1980s. Each of these were properties that I was reorting. Smellthehatfirst Senior Member Posts: 1,177 Favorite Tobacco: St Bruno Flake Location: I have a few Grabows... Vulcanite/Rubber Arms... only some of their tubes are suitable for ABS stems, while many are still vulcanite. If you buy directly
from the factory (they place mail orders directly), you can easily inquire about what are vulcanite or ABS. Some of the special pipes in the lobby are also suitable for lucite bits. Also... Whenever you need a Grabow arm to replace, you'll never find a more affordable source (I think they'll charge 11 bucks),
and you can always ask for vulcanite. They also offer the same stemma service for non-Grabow tubes. These are valuable tips. Every then I see a nice used Grabow floating on eBay, but I think to myself, if it comes with Wrong stem? Knowing that I can send them to Sparta and make a new Vulcan will
greatly improve the attraction! The arm replacement is up to $13.00 per tube + $3.00 mailing (up to 4 tubes). International Pipes &amp; Supplies1731 US Highway 21 SouthSparta, NC. 28675* I didn't know this service was delivered to Non Grabow tubes?
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